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1. Answer the following as directed : 1x8=8

(a) Who had used the term International'
for the first time?

(b) In which year the Treaty of Westphalia
was signed?

(1618/1628/1638/1648)

(Choose the correct answer)
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(c) Who is the chief exponent of neo-
realism?

(H. J. Morgenthau / Kenneth Waltz /
Kenneth Thompson)

(Choose the correct answer)

(d) Who is the author of the hook,
Admission of Women to FiiU Citizenship?

(J. S. Mill / Condorcet /WoUstonecraiti

(Choose the correct ansiwer)
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2. Answer the following (within 150 words
each) : 4x4=16

(<^)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Write on the major provisions of the
Treaty of Westphalia.

Mention four basic elements of Marxian
approach to international relations.

Mention four causes of the First World
War.

Mention four consequences of the
post-Cold War.

3. Discuss the meaning, nature and scope of
international relations. 2+4+6-12

Or

Discuss the various stages of development of
international relations as an academic
discipline. 12

What do you understand by the term
analyze the
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(c) Who is the chief exponent of neo-
realism?

(H. J. Morgenthau / Kenneth Waltz /

Kenneth Thompson)

(Choose the correct answer)

(d) Who is the author of the book.

Admission of Women to Pull Citizenship?

(J. S. Mill / Condorcet / Mary
Wollstonecraft)

(Choose the correct answer)

(g) When the Treaty of Versailles was
signed?

(1918/1919/1920)

(Choose the correct answer)

(f) Which date is celebrated as UN Day?

(24th Sept/24th Oct/24th Nov)
(Choose the correct answer)

(9) What is the full form of NATO?

When the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) was signed?
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2. Answer the following (within 150 words
each) : 4x4=15

(a) Write on the major provisions of the

Treaty of Westphalia.

(b) Mention four basic elements of Marxian

approach to international relations.

(c) Mention four causes of the First World
War.

(d) Mention four consequences of the
post-Cold War.

3. Discuss the meaning, nature and scope of
international relations. 2+4+6=12

Or

Discuss the various stages of development of

international relations as an academic

discipline. 12

4. What do you understand by the term
heo-realism? Critically analyze the basic
assumption of neo-realism. 4+7=11

Or

Discuss the liberal approach to the study of
international relations. Put forward the
suggestions for reformations propounded by
liberal approach. 7+4=11
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5. Critically analyze the feminist perspective of
international relations. 11

Or

Discuss the basic features of critical theory
to the study of international relations.

6. Discuss the basic causes responsible for the
breakout of the Second World War in 1939. 11

Or

Critically analyze the factors responsible for

the rise of Nazism in Germany during the
inter-war period.

7. Discuss the causes responsible for the

disintegration of USSR. 11

Or

Discuss the working of European Union as a
regional organization.
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